
 Mentoring for Special Populations
NTC/CCCOE Teacher Induction

Year 2 Mentor Training
Presenter’s Guide 

Adapted from CA Mentor Academy Series Year 2 Day 7: 
Reaching All Students Copyright © 2015 New Teacher Center. 
All rights reserved. 

8:30 – 8:50 (20 min.)
12:00-12:20

1. CONNECTOR: REACHING STUDENTS WITH DIVERSE LEARNING NEEDS
Rationale: It’s important to reconnect as a learning community and to become familiar with the 
content we’ll be exploring today . In this module, mentors recall successes they have had teaching a 
student with a learning difference. 

STEPS: 
• 1A WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS (5 min.)
• 1B CONNECTING TO STUDENTS WITH DIVERSE LEARNING NEEDS (10 min.)

TIME	   CONTENT/ACTIVITIES	   MATERIALS	  
1A 
(5 min.) 

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS 
Purpose: To welcome participants and introduce the presenters 

Welcome participants to Year 2 mentor training day. Reaffirm 
excitement about learning from their recent practice and supporting its 
ongoing efficacy—at the participating teacher and program levels. 
Remind participants they are welcome to attend Language Learner and 
Advanced Mentor Training offered by the program.

(Re)introduce presenters, briefly describing professional background and 
any recent professional learning relative to today’s content. Ask 
participants greet other table members if they haven’t yet. 

1B 
(15 min.) 

CONNECTING TO STUDENTS WITH DIVERSE LEARNING 
NEEDS 
Purpose: To connect mentors’ experience to today’s topic 

Steps: 
1. Framing (5 min.)
2. Reflective Write (5 min.)
3. Table Group Share (8 min.)
4. Whole Group Debrief (7 min.)

Framing (5 min.) 
Acknowledge that as mentors we want to support participating teachers as 
they plan and sustain equitable learning conditions for all students, 
including those with significant learning challenges.  

Acknowledge that whether or not a student has an Individualized Education 
Program (IEP) or clinical diagnosis of a particular learning need/dynamic, 
each child in the classroom has a unique learning dynamic (compared to a 
static way of “coming to know” new information and developing their 
cognitive and social and emotional skills).  
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Adapted from CA Mentor Academy Series Year 2 Day 7: 
Reaching All Students Copyright © 2015 New Teacher Center. 
All rights reserved. 

TIME	   CONTENT/ACTIVITIES	   MATERIALS	  

Reaffirm that we’ve been working with how to mentor participating 
teachers as they develop their formative assessment and support knowledge 
and skill through our mentoring processes mentor choice tools. Today, 
we’ll 1) review aspects of differentiation to meet the needs of each student 
as well as 2) consider participating teachers’ other responsibilities for 
supporting access and scaffolds for a meaningful, transformative education. 

Presenter’s Note: Just as all students have language learning needs of 
some sort, we propose that all students likewise have unique learning 
needs and challenges. In today’s session content, we have avoided terms 
such as “special education,” learning disabled,” and limited use of 
“students with exceptionalities” in order to support that broader vision. 

Reflect and Write (5 min.) 
Invite participants to recall a student with a learning difference who they 
helped experience an educational success. “Success” can be defined in 
many ways. Perhaps they helped that student academically or social-
emotionally.   

Preview the Reflect and Write prompts. 

Think of a student you successfully taught/teach wtih learning 
differences. 
Identify specific actions you implemented to scaffold/foster that 
success.   
How did you know the scaffold was needed? What informed you? 

Ask if there are any clarifying questions. Provide individual thinking and 
writing time. Assess and support participants as necessary. 

Table Group Share (7 min.) 
Ask participants to provide a minute or two for each table group member to 
describe the experience he/she recalled. 

Whole Group Debrief (3 min.) 
Invite participants to share with the whole group something they shared or 
heard that scaffolded/fostered success. Co-presenter will chart responses. 

Chart: 
Scaffolds for Success 

SEGUE: Note that we want to keep these success stories in mind as we explore ways 
to “reach all students.” Let’s take a look at today’s outcomes and agenda. 

Mentoring for Special Populations NTC/CCCOE 
Teacher Induction
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Adapted from CA Mentor Academy Series Year 2 Day 7: 
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8:50–9:00 (10 min.)
12:20-12:30
2. OVERVIEW
Rationale: In this module we preview outcomes for today: Mentoring for Special Populations and the day’s 

agenda. Being explicit about the norms reinforces expectations for collaboration. 

STEPS:  
• 2A OUTCOMES AND AGENDA (5 min.)
• 2B NORMS (3 min.)
• 2C HOUSEKEEPING (2 min.)

TIME CONTENT/ACTIVITIES MATERIALS 
2A 
(5 min.) 

OUTCOMES AND AGENDA  
Purpose: To share outcomes for today and provide a roadmap for the 
day 

Steps: 
1. Framing (1 min.)
2. Outcomes and Agenda (4 min.)

Framing (1 min.) 
Reaffirm the induction program’s commitment to quality teaching and 
learning for every student. Acknowledge the opportunity induction support 
provides to re-norm our schools and our classrooms—to go beyond the 
status quo.  Today’s overarching goal is to provide additional support for 
how mentors can guide  and support participating teachers towards
educational equity. 

Explain that we will continue our exploration of equity from yet another 
perspective. It focuses on creating conditions to support students with 
particular and diverse learning needs. We will build our knowledge of 
how we, as mentors, can support responsive and differentiated planning 
and instruction and help our teachers determine students’ assets and 
learning needs. 

Outcomes and Agenda (4 min.) 
Review Outcomes for today

Mentoring for Special Populations NTC/CCCOE 
Teacher Induction
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TIME CONTENT/ACTIVITIES MATERIALS 

Participants will/will be able to: 

Recognize how mentoring may support differentiated instruction 
for diverse learners

Advance mentoring skills for leveraging entry points, and 
navigating complex conversations

Use mentor choice tools which support teachers in meeting needs of 
diverse learners

Review the agenda chart, using the descriptors on Participant Agenda to 
add more detail: 

• Connector: Reaching Students with Diverse Learning Needs
• Overview
• Setting the Context

• Assumptions from PT About Teaching Diverse Learners

• Assessment and Diverse Learners

• Mentoring that Support Differentiation

• Mentor Choice Tool Hunt
• Closure

2B 
(3 min.) 

NORMS 
Purpose: To establish community working agreements 

Review Norms for Collaborative Work: 
• Equity of Voice
• Active Listening
• Respect for All Perspectives
• Safety and Confidentiality
• Self-Monitor Use of Electronics

Mentoring for Special Populations NTC/CCCOE Teacher 
Induction
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TIME CONTENT/ACTIVITIES MATERIALS 
Invite participants star a norm to support intention for the time we are 
together today.  

2C 
(1 min.) 

HOUSEKEEPING 
Purpose: To review logistics for the day to assure comfort of participants 

• Silence cell phones
• No scheduled breaks due to the 2.5 hr.  Please take break as needed.
• Beginning and ending times
• Restroom locations
• Charts: Parking Lot for questions, suggestions

SEGUE: We started our morning with some reflections on students we have 
supported. Let’s continue to think about them for a moment, especially in 
the larger context of students with diverse learning needs within our 
mentoring/induction context.   

Mentoring for Special Populations NTC/CCCOE 
Teacher Induction
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9:00–9:10 (10 min.)
12:30-12:40
3. SETTING THE CONTEXT
Rationale: All students have some area for growth or degree of challenge in reading, writing, listening, and 
speaking. We now propose that all students have “diverse learning needs” or unique learning needs and 
challenges. This module helps establish a common definition of students with diverse learning needs as well 
as pre-assess mentors’ teaching contexts. It is important to be clear that we intentionally use the terms 
“diverse learning needs” and “learning differences.” We have avoided terms such as “special education” 
and “learning disabled,” and have limited use of the term “students with exceptionalities,” in order to 
support a broader vision and underscore the importance of effective differentiation strategies. 

STEPS: 

• 3A WHO ARE STUDENTS WITH DIVERSE LEARNING NEEDS? (10min.)

TIME CONTENT/ACTIVITIES MATERIALS 
3A 
(5 min.) 

WHO ARE STUDENTS WITH DIVERSE LEARNING NEEDS? 
Purpose: To connect our goal of meeting the needs of diverse learners to 
equity and to construct a definition of this student population 

Steps: 
1. Introduction (2 min.)
2. Think Write Share (4 min.)
3. Definitions of Students With Diverse Learning Needs (4 min.)

Introduction (2 min.) 
Acknowledge the students with diverse learning needs that participants 
described during today’s connector. Reiterate that we want to keep 
those student successes in mind throughout our day. As mentors, it is 
important that we support our teachers to use a strengths-based approach, 
a mindset of focusing on and building upon what students can do.  

approach learning “gaps” not as overwhelming problems, but as

opportunities to differentiate instruction and try new strategies to truly 
reach all learners 

accept and appreciate the unique individuality of each student in order

to embrace the notion of equitable instruction–providing equitable 
access to and support for educational opportunities/attainment 

Mentoring for Special Populations NTC/CCCOE 
Teacher Induction

.
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TIME CONTENT/ACTIVITIES MATERIALS 
• experience the satisfaction of success with students who have learning

challenges

We have learned how important it is for participating teachers and their 
students to develop resilience – the ability to bounce back from setbacks 
they may encounter – in order to persevere in problem-solving, both 
academically and in their lives. Resilience may be even more important for 
students with learning differences and for participating teachers who are 
working hard to meet their students’ individual learning needs. 

Think Write Share (2 min.) 
Note that it will be helpful for our discussions today to define 
“diverse learners.” 

Who/what do you think of when you hear the term 
“diverse learners”? 

After 1-2 minutes of writing time, ask participants to find someone nearby 
wearing the same color and share their answers. After 2 minutes of sharing 
time, ask partners to thank each other and return to their seats. 

Definitions of Students With Diverse Learning Needs (4 min.) 
Acknowledge a relevant description/indicators overheard during the 
partner share. Show the “Diverse Learners”: Students with Diverse 
Learning Needs slide. 

The range of students may include: 

• Students identified for special education—students who qualify for an
individualized educational plan developed to address specific needs
based on an identified disability

• Students with disabilities—students with a mental or physical
impairment

• Advanced learners—students who qualify for gifted and talented
education

• Students with a combination of special instructional needs

Mentoring for Special Populations NTC/CCCOE Teacher 
Induction
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TIME CONTENT/ACTIVITIES MATERIALS 

Note that we want broaden our vision of students with learning differences 
by asserting that all students have unique learning needs and challenges.  

Acknowledge that by using the phrase “diverse learning needs,” we 
anticipate a wide range of responses. Invite participants to “popcorn out” 
other sorts of scenarios that came up in their partner share about “diverse 
learning needs.”  

Co-presenter 
charts. 

Presenter’s Note: Anticipate that “diverse learning needs” might extend to 
“average” or “typical” students, especially those who are challenged in a 
particular subject, students having trouble focusing at school because 
things are difficult at home, language learners, students who have been 
exposed to community violence, children who have experienced loss, and 
students with hearing or vision issues. Pose these specific scenarios if 
participants do not. 

Mentoring for Special Populations NTC/CCCOE 
Teacher Induction

Common Core and Students With Disabilities (2 min.) 
We know that with the new CCSS/College and Career Ready Standards, 
expectations for all students are more rigorous. The standards state that 
through research-based instructional practices, students with disabilities 
“must be challenged to excel within the general curriculum.” By holding 
high expectations for all, participating teachers demonstrate, in word and 
action, that each student can be successful. 

Remind participants that by implementing a strengths-based approach, 
holding high expectations, and maintaining a commitment to equity, 
mentors can improve educational opportunities and outcomes for all 
children

We have had glimpses into our individual and collective mentoring 
experiences and contexts. Now, we will consider some beliefs about 
teaching and learning then explore and question the assumptions 
behind those beliefs.
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9:10-9:40 (30 min.)
12:40-1:10
4. ASSUMPTIONS from PTs ABOUT TEACHING DIVERSE LEARNERS
Rationale: As we expand our understanding about meeting the needs of diverse learners, it’s important to 
recognize and question our assumptions about what it means to teach diverse learners. With their 
colleagues, participants consider other ways of looking at issues using an inquiry-based participation 
strategy that may be useful for classroom discussions with diverse learners. 

STEPS: 
• 4A INQUIRY: ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT TEACHING DIVERSE LEARNERS (5 min.)
• 4B TABLE GROUP DIALOGUE ( 20 min.)
• 4C THINK, WRITE, SHARE  ( 5  min.)

TIME	   CONTENT/ACTIVITIES	   MATERIALS	  
4A 
(5 min.) 

INQUIRY: ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT TEACHING DIVERSE 
LEARNERS  
Purpose: To broaden understanding about teaching diverse learners, to 
elicit beliefs about teaching and learning, and to explore and question the 
assumptions behind those beliefs 

Steps: 
• Introduction (2 min.)
• Uncovering Assumptions (5 min.)

Introduction (2 min.) 
Explain that now that we have grounded ourselves in contexts of “reaching 
all students,” we’re going to think about our PTs beliefs about what it takes 
to “work successfully” with a broad range of learners. Note that we may 
think about our own experiences as teachers and mentors with the goal of 
recognizing some assumptions we have about teaching diverse learners, but 
we are going to try and focus on our PTs beliefs around teaching diverse 
learners and their assumptions.

Remind participants of our “working definition” of students with diverse 
learning needs:  

• Students identified for special education
• Students with disabilities
• Advanced learners
• Students with a combination of special instructional needs

Review definitions of “assume” and “assumption”: 

• Assume: to take to be the case or to be true; to accept without
verification or proof
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Teacher Induction

Adapted from CA Mentor Academy Series Year 2 Day 7: 
Reaching All Students Copyright © 2015 New Teacher Center. 
All rights reserved. 

TIME	   CONTENT/ACTIVITIES	   MATERIALS	  
• Assumption: an idea or statement assumed or taken for granted to

be true without proof

Clarify that an assumption can be proven true based on evidence. Also note 
that we all have beliefs that come from our experiences; some are 
assumptions that might be valid or invalid based on evidence, so we can 
only determine their validity based on thorough inquiry.  

The process we are about to do is based in common qualitative research 
practices that promote “uncovering one’s assumptions” or what one 
assumes about a topic or proposition – being intentional about identifying 
what is believed, what informs that belief, and recognizing that beliefs 
change based on persuasive evidence. 

Uncovering Assumptions (5 min.) 
Ask participants to distribute blank index cards among the table group 
members, 2-3 per participant. 

Refer participants to the prompts related to Assumptions About Diverse 
Learners: 

What are some things you or your participating teachers assume 
about teaching diverse learners? 

What are some common assumptions about teaching diverse 
learners? 

Write one statement per index card. 

Confirm that participants will write 1 statement per index card. 
Encourage them to each come up with 2-3 examples. 
Have cards pre set for group to use.  
Model writing something assumed from the following examples, or create 
your own. 

Presenter’s Note: Examples of things assumed might include: 
• Differentiation is needed to teach diverse learners.
• Assessment is necessary to identify specific learning needs.
• Students need opportunities to work at their own pace.
• Flexible groupings help meet the needs of diverse learners.
• Teaching diverse learners can be hard.

Also, you might choose to suggest to participants that they think about an 
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CA Mentor Academy Series Year 2 Day 7: Reaching All Students 
Copyright © 2015 New Teacher Center. All rights reserved. 

TIME	   CONTENT/ACTIVITIES	   MATERIALS	  
assumption one of their participating teachers has such as: 

• Kids in my class who aren’t avid readers probably won’t go to
college.

• If the three best reading practices that I’ve tried with X group of
students don’t work, then those students likely have a significant
challenge with reading.

• Some people just won’t be able to understand linear algebra.
• It’s not fair to give certain students more time.
• I’m not qualified to work with students with so many needs; it’s not

my job.

4B 
(20 min.) 

TABLE GROUP DIALOGUE 
Purpose: To survey knowledge about diverse learners; to help one another 
identify assumptions; to consider other ways of looking at issues; to model 
an inquiry-based participation strategy that may be useful for classroom 
discussions with diverse learners 

Steps: 
1. Review Four Agreements of Courageous Conversations (5 min.)
2. Table Group Dialogue (13 min.)
3. Whole Group Debrief (5 min.)

Review Four Agreements of Courageous Conversations (5 min.) 
Remind participants of Glenn Singleton’s Four Agreements of Courageous 
Conversations from California Mentor Academy Series Day 6. 

Briefly review the Four Agreements: 
• Stay engaged

- Remain morally, emotionally, intellectually, and socially involved 
in dialogue 

- Stay present: guard against the learned tendency to disengage 
- Collectively make the commitment to embrace the 

conversation/dialogue 
• Speak your truth

- Be willing to take risks 
- Share honest thoughts, feelings, and opinions 
- We are experts in defining our own experiences and personal 

realities 
• Experience discomfort

- Deal openly and honestly with challenges: open up and examine 
your own core racial beliefs, values, perceptions, and behaviors 

- Engage in the dialogue authentically: be personally responsible for 
pushing yourself into real dialogue 
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TIME	   CONTENT/ACTIVITIES	   MATERIALS	  
- Recognize that discomfort often leads to real growth 

• Expect and accept non-closure
- Solutions may not be revealed in the process of dialogue itself: there 

is no "quick fix" 
- Dialogue triggers a moral, intellectual, social, and emotional shift 

that allows for opportunities 
- The more one communicates, the more one can learn; the more one 

learns, the more appropriate and promising your actions and 
interventions 

Ask participants to keep these agreements in mind as they compile their 
cards and engage in open dialogue about some assumptions. 

Table Group Dialogue (13 min.) 
Refer to the Assumptions Group Dialogue Instructions slide for 
instructions: 
• Compile and shuffle the group members’ index cards, creating one

stack 
• In turn, each participant picks a card from the stack and reads it aloud
• After reading the card, the person with the card asks an open-ended

question. Ideas include:
- What is the thinking behind the assumption? 
- What are some inferences that can be made from it? 
- What might be some alternative interpretations? 
- To what degree is the assumption likely true (in a particular 

school or multiple schools)? 

Whole Group Debrief (5 min.) 
Ask participants to reflect on their table discussions. Show the Mentoring 
Implications Think, Write, Share slide:  

How might assumptions about teaching diverse learners influence 
mentoring practice? 

Invite participants to think, write in response to the prompt, and then 
briefly discuss with their table group. Allow 2 minutes. 

Invite insights, thoughts, and comments from table discussions. (3 min.) 

Presenter’s Note: Most of us have many questions and challenges in this 
area from our own teaching, so it can often take extra prompting to focus 
the discussion on our work as mentors. 

4C STUDENT PERSPECTIVES 
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TIME	   CONTENT/ACTIVITIES	   MATERIALS	  
5 min.) Purpose: To practice perspective shifting as a way to build social  and  

emotional learning and bring student perspectives into the room 

Steps: 
1. Reflection (3 min.)
2. Partner Stand-Up Meeting (6 min.)
3. Whole Group Debrief (6 min.)

Reflection (3 min.) 
Ask participants to return to the pile of assumption cards on their tables, 
and retrieve their own cards from the deck. Ask participants to read 
through their own cards and bring to mind a former student who meets our 
definition of “students with learning differences” and whose experience 
may have influenced the assumption. Encourage them to take a moment to 
imagine that student and retrieve the name and face from their memory.  

Partner Stand-Up Meeting (6 min.) 
With cards in hand and a particular student in mind, invite participants to 
find a person they have not worked with today for a stand-up meeting. 
Show Student Perspective Stand-Up Meeting Instructions. 

With assumption cards in hand and a particular student in mind… 
1. Briefly describe your student

2. Read assumption card aloud

3. Shift to student’s perspective and respond to the assumption

Use one of the examples below to model a stand-up meeting with your 
co-presenter: 

• Assumption—Identified special education students need resource
rooms, special classrooms, or other, more restrictive settings 
because students with disabilities are distinctly different from their 
non-disabled peers and, therefore, need different, specialized 
services. 

• Student perspective—I don’t want to leave the classroom. I miss out
on what the other students are doing. 

Or 
• Assumption—Effectively teaching diverse learners can be almost too

hard.
• Student perspective—I need and deserve a high-quality education

from teachers who are supported in ways that will make me and
them successful.
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TIME	   CONTENT/ACTIVITIES	   MATERIALS	  
Allow 6 minutes for the Stand-Up Meeting. 

Whole Group Debrief (6 min.) 
Elicit a few comments in response to the following questions: 

• How did it feel to speak from a student’s perspective?
• How might you apply this strategy in your mentoring practice?

SEGUE: 
We’ll explore how participating teachers can strategically assess for 
modifying and delivering instruction that accommodate the needs of 
diverse learners. We will continue to think about mentoring teachers to 
use differentiation to meet the needs of all students
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5. ASSESSMENT AND DIVERSE LEARNERS
9:40-9:50 a.m. (10 min.) 
1:10-1:20 p.m. (10 min.)

SETTING THE CONTEXT
Rationale:  Assessment is a general term that includes many different ways to collect, analyze, and interpret data. It 
is the gathering of information from which educational decisions are made. It can be formal or informal but is 
intended to by a dynamic, evolving process from which to determine student knowledge and plan for next steps in 
a student’s educational plan. 

Time
Content Activities
Materials
5.A
10 min.
Purpose :  Understand the various forms of assessment tools and tasks that help establish the learned concepts and 
ideas of diverse learners. 

Steps:
Introduction (4 min.)
Turn and Talk (4 min.)
Group share (2 min.)

Introduction (4 min.)  
Video Shelley Moore:  Transforming Inclusive Education 
Borrowing from UDL (Universal Design for Learning), a variety of assessment tools, and administration of such, 
can and should be made available to students with diverse learning needs. Mentors can support their participating 
teachers through the encouragement of implementing appropriate, multiple means of assessment based on how 
the material is presented, how the material is adjusted for students and how the material further engages students 
in their learning.

Guiding principles of effective assessment tools and processes for diverse learners includes:
◆ Use a level of reading that is appropriate for the content of the test
◆ Avoid the use of words and terms such as “not”, “often”, “never”, “all of…” or “none of…”
◆ Keep statements short, simple and free of jargon, idioms or slang
◆ Include only one idea in each test item
◆ Keep statements relatively equal in length. Some students tend to think the longer statement is the better or 
correct choice
◆Highlight key words in the stem to call student’s attention. For example, “What is the final step?”
◆Tell students what is expected of them. They should know in advance what they are expected to do and what 
criteria will be used to evaluate their performance
◆ Make sure all required equipment, supplies and resources are readily available. 
◆ Increase space for test answers
◆ Allow the use of word processors, speech-to-text, oral versus written responses, write responses on test form 
versus answer sheet, gridded paper to organize math problems, include symbols on test or answer form to help 
student follow directions, read questions aloud and/or allow student to read questions aloud to him/herself.

UDL chart

Erasable highlighters, post-its
SEGUE
Just as there are multiple means and multiple measures for assessing diverse learners’ performance, so are there 
many opportunities to differentiate instruction. 



Turn and Talk (4 min.)

Keeping in mind the broad definition of “assessment” and the unique needs of diverse learners, identify  ways 
in which you can mentor your participating teacher who may be struggling with the concept and practice of 
“multiple means” or “multiple measures”.

Remind mentors of the definition of assessment, multiple measures and multiple means.

ASSESSMENT=the gathering of information to make educational decisions. It may be informal or formal but 
is an on-going process  of determining student knowledge which drives their education.

MULTIPLE MEASURES= the use of multiple indicators and sources of evidence of student learning, of 
varying kinds, gathered at multiple points in time, within and across subject areas.
MULTIPLE MEANS=Stimulate interest, motivation and persistence in learning(engagement). Offer different 
methods for students to demonstrate what they are learning such as through writing, multimedia, or 
demonstration.(action and expression). Allow for varying ways in which items are presented, such as text, 
graphs, charts, images, videos, demonstrations, objects to manipulate, etc. (engagement).

Turn and talk partners have 4 minutes to discuss ways in which to support their participating teachers.

Group Share (2 min.)

Elicit a few examples from turn and talk partners in response to the following questions:
 What challenges have you faced in supporting participating teachers and how they assess diverse learners?
 What types of questions (entry points) have you used to guide your participating teacher as he/she assesses 

and plans instruction for diverse learners?

SEGUE

Just as there are multiple means and multiple measures for assessing diverse learners’ performance, so are there 
many opportunities to differentiate instruction



Mentoring for Special Populations NTC/CCCOE 
Teacher Induction 

Adapted from CA Mentor Academy Series Year 2 Day 7: 
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9:50–10:25 (35 min.)
1:20-1:55

6. MENTORING THAT SUPPORTS DIFFERENTIATION
Rationale: This module seeks to increase mentoring for differentiated and responsive instruction, which can 
be challenging. This module will explore opportunities, strategies, and challenges. Finally, we want to 
remind participants of the relationship between the professional disposition of “perseverance” and 
implementing differentiated instruction in the classroom. Implementation is definitely a journey that is 
partly dependent on a teacher’s perseverance in reaching and teaching each child. 

STEPS: 
• 6A DIFFERENTIATION STRATEGIES, CHALLENGES, AND OPPORTUNITIES (23 min.)
• 6B ENTRY POINTS (12 min.)

TIME CONTENT/ACTIVITIES MATERIALS 
6A 
(23 min.) 

DIFFERENTIATION STRATEGIES, CHALLENGES, AND 
OPPORTUNITIES  
Purpose: To review a menu of differentiation strategies and identify their 
opportunities and challenges, particularly for novices 

Steps: 
1. Review Differentiation Strategies (5 min.)
2. Participant Inventory (4 min.)
3. Differentiated Instruction Challenges: Lecture (6 min.)
4. Differentiated Instruction Challenges: Table Discussion (8 min.)

Review Differentiation Strategies (5 min.) 
Explain that we are going to take reconsider specific strategies for 
implementing our thoughts about RTI and differentiation.  

Show the Components of Differentiation slide. Remind participants that on
CMAS Day 3, they considered this resource, Components of 
Differentiation, based on the work of Carol Ann Tomlinson. As they know,
it provides a menu of differentiation strategies in five categories, but it’s 
not exhaustive. Of course, no teacher would be expected to know or 
implement all of them. 

Briefly review the categories: 
1. Pre-Assessments/Individual Differences—Using tools to learn

about students’ strengths and learning needs, as well as interests, 
backgrounds, learning styles, etc. 

2. Product/Assessment—Providing different types of assessment
choices for students to show what they know 

3. Content—Choosing content and adapting it to make it accessible to
all students 
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TIME CONTENT/ACTIVITIES MATERIALS 
4. Process/ Instructional Methods—Using varied teaching strategies

and activities to help students make sense of new content, skills, and 
ideas

5. Environment—Modifying the classroom learning environment in
order to increase student learning

Presenter’s Note: Please see Talking Points in the Presenter Resources 
Packet for more information about components of differentiation as well as
a sample story you might use later in this section to illustrate how a teacher
needs to understand all of the key components of differentiation. 

Draw attention to an additional resource participants might find helpful— 
the Glossary of Differentiation Strategies—which is located in their 
Supplemental Resources Packet. This resource provides a definition of 
most strategies listed in the Components of Differentiation resource.  

Allow a moment for participants to locate and skim through the Glossary 
of Differentiation Strategies. 

Reference Research Highlights. Note that in their Supplemental Resources 
Packet, we have also referenced some research highlights and an additional 
resource Differentiation Resources for participants who would like to delve 
more deeply into the research-based rationale.

Participant Inventory (4 min.) 
Invite participants to bring their Case Study or another teacher to mind and 
read through the strategies listed on the Components of Differentiation 
resource in their Participant Packet. Later, we’ll think about next steps for 
their teacher. For now, have participants read through and put plusses next 
to the strategies the teacher implements. They may refer to the Glossary of 
Differentiation Strategies for definitions as needed. 

Differentiated Instruction Challenges: Lecture (6 min.) 
Explain that now that they’ve thought about what their teachers can do, 
we’ll look at some of the possible differentiation challenges. 

Share the following quote: 
The heartbreaking difficulty in pedagogy, as indeed in medicine and 
other branches of knowledge that partake at the same time of art and 
science, is, in fact, that the best methods are also the most difficult 
ones. (Piaget, 1969) 

Affirm that the Piaget quote acknowledges the dilemma we find in 
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TIME CONTENT/ACTIVITIES MATERIALS 
mentoring for differentiation—that we ask participating teachers to take on 
a practice that is difficult and requires preparation and practice at many 
levels of teaching. The good news is we do not have to provide a perfectly 
differentiated experience for students all at once. The more accurately we 
can assess our participating teachers’ level of readiness, the more 
effectively we can support them with appropriate skills and strategies.  

Explain that we’re now going to discuss challenges of implementing 
differentiation while also considering opportunities and strategies. 

Acknowledge that the five components of differentiation can be ranked in 
order of developmental difficulty. Refer to Components of Differentiation 
in Order of Potential Difficulty slide. 

Note how Environment and Pre-Assessment are essential starting places for 
differentiation. In fact, it is not possible to effectively differentiate without 
first having established an effective learning environment and getting to 
know the students.  

Presenter’s Note: You might consider inserting the Differentiated 
Instruction Story Example, included as part of the Differentiation Talking 
Points in your Presenter Resources Packet, or a similar story to show how 
the components work together. 

Consider posing the rhetorical (framing) question, “How do we assess our 
teachers’ capacity to strategically enter into any of the levels of 
differentiation?” Note that as a starting point, we’ll briefly consider some 
challenges they’ve probably seen and perhaps some that they haven’t yet 
considered.  

Refer participants to the graphic organizer: Implementing Differentiation: 
Challenges and Considerations. Explain that participants may use this as a
note-taking/idea-jotting guide if they’d like. 

Presenter’s Note: When discussing the challenges and considerations 
below, each category will appear, one at a time, as you advance the slides. 
Keep this input section brief as it’s not meant to be exhaustive and doesn’t 
need a lot of explanation. A packet page has not been provided of the 
complete challenges and considerations because participants are invited to 
take notes on their packet page. See “Challenges and Considerations 
Talking Points” in the Presenter Resources Packet. 

Affirm that it’s helpful to consider some challenges participating teachers 
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may have when moving toward effective differentiation. Mentors may want 
to use these categories as a guide to their own pre-assessment of what their 
teachers are ready for in terms of implementing differentiation. 

For example, a participating teacher may have challenges with: 
Procedures and Routines:  

- Consistency 
- Modeling and providing shared and guided practice 
- Accountability/Responsibility 
- Managing the class with different groups of students working on 

different things 
Knowledge: 

- Subject matter/content knowledge 
- Curriculum 
- Research-based teaching strategies 

Skills: 
- Observing and Listening 
- Using pre- and formative assessment data to identify students’ 

assets and learning needs 

Differentiation Challenges Table Discussion (8 min.) 
Show the Differentiation Challenges and Considerations Table Discussion 
slide and review the instructions: 
1. Discuss the prompts below.
2. Add ideas to the bottom row of your graphic organizer. Write at least

one idea per box.
• What are some of the contextual issues that may present

challenges for teachers trying to effectively implement the five
components of differentiation?

• What are some values and beliefs teachers may hold that could
present challenges relative to implementing differentiation?

• If you have time, discuss what additional challenges you have
either seen or anticipate seeing in the categories of procedures,
skills, and knowledge.

3. At the signal, select one idea each from context and values/beliefs to
share. The reporter will be the person who had the shortest commute to
today’s session.

Presenters’ Note: Divide table groups in half if they are too large to have a 
short dialogue in the time provided. 
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Allow 5 minutes for participants to discuss the prompts and add ideas to 
their graphic organizer. 

At the end of 5 minutes, ask participants to select one idea each from the 
context and values/beliefs categories. The reporter will be the person who 
has the shortest commute to today’s session.  

Ask reporters to share one idea each from the context, values/beliefs, and 
what else boxes. Paraphrase/summarize each idea so the co-presenter can
chart each response in seven or fewer words. 

Ask participants to identify at least one idea they heard that elicited new 
thinking about the challenges their teachers face and/or implications for 
mentoring. 

Invite a few volunteers to share ideas and implications. 

Presenter’s Note: You may want to capture implications on a separate 
chart. Also, talking point examples for context and values/beliefs are 
included in the “Challenges and Considerations Talking Points” in the 
Presenter Resources Packet, referenced above. 

Affirm that context and values/beliefs are very important as we consider 
mentoring moves. And, as mentors, if we try to develop a teacher’s 
disposition to persevere in meeting the needs of their diverse learners, then 
we need to start from a place of knowledge and empathy for a teacher’s 
context, values, and beliefs.  

Some research indicates that what keeps a participating teacher from 
moving from “surface level” differentiation to more complex instruction is 
not only due to developing skill and knowledge but also to the fact that 
strategies such as tiered instruction begin to challenge their beliefs about 
fairness and may go against the traditional structures in place at a school. 

Equally important is examining our own values and beliefs so we can 
consider how they may impact our mentoring.  

Close this section by acknowledging that differentiation is clearly a 
complex task, even for the most experienced classroom teacher. For new 
teachers, it can be ineffective and discouraging to attempt too many 
components or components not at the teacher’s readiness level. Knowing 
what a participating teacher is ready for and which components are most 
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and least difficult to implement will make mentoring for differentiation 
(i.e., reaching all students) more strategic. 

Note that we’ll briefly revisit the Entry Points in relation to 
differentiation— how to introduce components of differentiation in 
mentoring conversations. 

6B 
(12 min.) 

ENTRY POINTS 
Purpose: To revisit and practice the concept of entry points as a mentoring 
strategy for introducing differentiated instruction strategies and improving 
instruction and student achievement 

Steps: 
1. Revisit Definition and Concept (2 min.)
2. Finding Entry Points for Differentiation (10 min.)

Revisit Definition and Concept (2 min.) 
Show the “Entry Point” definition. Note that reflecting on entry points—
those taken, those missed, those that were successful or not—is a common 
mentoring habit, especially as we leave a school for the day. As is said, 
“hindsight is 20/20.” Reiterate that we know a mentor’s skill comes in 
identifying and capitalizing upon the entry point such that the participating 
teacher is able to make connections between what the mentor is sharing and 
their needs, interests, or desired outcomes. 

In order to effectively address some of the challenges brought up earlier 
(refer to the Challenges and Considerations chart they completed), we need 
to first find appropriate entry points. 

Acknowledge the many natural entry points for talking about and planning 
differentiation. Basically, any time a teacher notices that there is even one 
student who is not successfully completing an academic task, we have an 
entry point to begin talking about some aspect of differentiation. 

However, differentiation is a complex process, and if we jump in at the 
most advanced level before building a foundation, we risk losing trust and 
frustrating our teachers.  

Finding Entry Points for Differentiation (10 min.) 
Explain that we’re going to take some time to practice identifying and 
using entry points. 

Review the Entry Point Practice Instructions: 
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1. Consider your Case Study Teacher’s (or other participating

teacher’s) differentiation strengths and challenges. Think about
strategies your teacher might be ready to implement.

2. Silently review Finding Mentoring Entry Points for Differentiation.
3. Check or highlight two or three areas that might provide meaningful 

entry points with your teacher. Or, write in your own.
4. With your partner, discuss a teaching challenge and corresponding

entry point. Create a mentoring question that might help the teacher
to look more deeply at differentiation of instruction.

Example: The observation data we’ve looked at makes me wonder if the 
language demands of each learning center’s task are too rigorous for some 
of your English Learners. Maybe we could review each task’s language 
demands and then consider how we could make them more accessible; that 
way we could more accurately assess students’ conceptual understanding 
and/or skills rather than obstacles that the English language might create 
for them. 

Show the Finding Mentoring Entry Points for Differentiation slides as a 
visual reference for participants. 

Suggest that participants refer back to the Differentiation sheet (earlier 
participants marked with a plus any strategies being used). They may also 
think about the order of difficulty when considering appropriate strategies 
for their teacher and entry points provided by the CCSS/CCRS. 

Instruct participants to take some time to independently complete steps   
1–3. They may complete step 4 with an elbow partner.  

After 4 minutes of independent time, signal for participants to begin their 
partner discussion, if they have not done so. Allow 8 minutes total for 
participants to complete all four steps. 

Presenter’s Note: Let participants know you will be “circulating” both to 
listen for their entry points and to offer support with mentoring language.  

Depending on available time, invite one or two volunteers to share a 
mentoring question. 

Close by acknowledging that finding entry points depends on effective 
listening and knowing our teachers. 

SEGUE: Now we will provide time to hunt through mentor choice tools that support      

this focus of mentor support 
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10:25-10:45 (20 min.)
1:55-2:15

7.   Mentor Choice Tool Hunt
Exploration of Special Ed Mentor Choice Tools

Purpose:  Time for mentors to review mentor choice tools available to them around Diverse 
Learners topics.  

(5 min)     Intro

(10 min)   Have participants work together using electronic tools (laptop) or from the paper 
sets provided.  Be sure to work in partners and discuss the how the tool could support a 
mentoring conversation with a general ed teacher and/or an Ed Specialist?

(5 min)    Ask participants to share which tool they could see using with their current PT 
and why? 
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10:45-11:00 (15 min.)
2:15-2:30

8. CLOSURE: REFLECTIONS
Rationale: We close our day by reflecting on students with diverse learning needs through a uplifting 
video. The story reinforces that our differences are what make us unique and that we should embrace 
what makes us special. It is a fitting closure to our day about diverse learners. 

STEPS: 
• 8A REVIEW OUTCOMES AND AGENDA (3 min.)
• 8B VIDEO CLIP (5 Min.)
• 8C EVALUATIONS AND THANKS (7 min.)

TIME	   CONTENT/ACTIVITIES	   MATERIALS	  
10A 
(3 min.) 

REVIEW OUTCOMES AND AGENDA  
Purpose: To summarize learning for participants 

Acknowledge that it has been great session, and now it is time to bring 
closure. 

Briefly revisit the outcomes for the day and the posted agendas 
detailing the day of work together. 

Refer to the other charts in room; ask participants to silently review the 
many learning aspects of our days together. 

PDF Only: 
Outcomes, 10.0a 

8B 
( 5 min.) 

WATCH VIDEO 
Purpose: To consider student perspectives on being different through a 
video clip
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MGu6efMcq8A

Introduce Book (1 min.) 
Remind participants that all through Mentor Academy Series Day 7, 
Reaching All Students, we have been subtly listening for student voices. At 
times, the voices and situations of our students seem more poignant when 
they’re put in a book or on screen. We see ourselves, our own situations, 
and our truths reflected, our stories told through imaginary others. 
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•
How can mentors help participating teachers celebrate the 
“I can't do that but I can do this” of students with diverse 
learning needs?

Share (5 min.) 
Invite a few participants to share thoughts and insights. 

8C 
(7 min.) 

CLOSURE: EVALUATIONS AND THANKS 
Purpose: To provide the opportunity to give meaningful feedback 

Close by thanking mentors for their work with each other and their 
participating teachers.  

Thank them for recognizing the unique challenges of teaching today and 
appreciating what their participating teachers do to improve their practice 
and become the teachers their students need and deserve. 

Thank them again on behalf of all of the students whose lives are touched 
by this work and who have a greater opportunity for a quality education 
because of it. 

Explain how much you look forward to and appreciate the contributions 
they continue to give to the profession, district, and their learning 
communities. See you at the next Mentor Seminar!
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